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Introduction
Philip Falle (1656-1742) was born on the island of
Jersey, to which he returned in 1681 after school
and training as a priest in England. He subsequently
held several important ecclesiastical and secular positions, which also led him on extensive travels to
other European countries. From 1703 onwards, he
was a highly esteemed personality and held various
positions in the church district of Durham, where he
died in 1742.
In addition to both religious and secular writings,
he wrote and collected numerous testimonies concerning the music of his time with a focus on instrumental music for harpsichord, lute, viola da gamba,
flute and violin.
He already transferred his music collection in
1730 to the Durham Cathedral Library, where it occupies an important place today. He has thus made
an extraordinarily valuable contribution to the
preservation of the instrumental music of his time.
His estate also includes the collective manuscript
A27 (RISM siglum and shelf mark: GB-DRc MS
A27).1 It is a book of 350 pages in Falle’s handwriting, in which he collected solo music for viola da
gamba. It is assumed that the compilation was made
in the years 1700 to 1730. Most pieces are with
basso continuo, but there are also pieces without
bass.2
All pieces bear the name of the composer at the
end of the movement or suite, if known, which was
not self-evident at the time and is very helpful for
us today. There are very well-known names among
them such as Marin Marais, Johan Schenck and
Christopher Simpson, one knows the corresponding
sources, mostly prints, one also knows which original sources Falle possessed. But there are also many
pieces for which Falle’s sources have not been
found.
It appears to us that the collection has been put
together for practical use, perhaps to have material
ready for practice – for example, when travelling.
This is also indicated by the fact that the pieces are
sorted by key.

For the present edition, we have taken those
works with basso continuo from manuscript A27
which to our knowledge have not yet been published, or at least not in this form. We reproduce the
pieces in the original order according to key and
write the composer’s name in the music in Falle’s
spelling.
The following are comments on the composers
and their works included in our edition:
Most of the pieces in our present edition are from
the First Book of suites by Louis Heudelinne of
1701.3 These suites are written in treble clef and are
actually intended for treble viol or violin, but Falle
transferred them to alto clef for the bass viol. The
pieces can be played perfectly on the bass viol and
are certainly an enrichment of the French repertoire
for this instrument. Falle includes Allemande [1]
and Menuet [3] from the first suite and the entire
third suite [6].4
We know nothing about Blancourt. The short
Gigue [2] complements Heudelinne's two single
movements, between which it stands.
The Pavan [4] by Thomas Mace (1612c–1706c)
is taken from his textbook Musick's Monument of
1676 (p. 251).5 The piece for solo viol is originally
notated in tablature. Mace writes that the true master shows himself in the ability to realize solo and
bass parts together on his viol; and in the ability to
write such, the masterful composer shows himself.
On pages 252–253 he writes down in staff notation
how the two voices of the tablature are to be understood. Falle adds the bass written out by Mace to the
piece transcribed from the tablature, which here results in the doubling of the bass.
This is followed by three simple pieces [5],
whose origin Falle did not know. Under each movement he only notes “Ex Mss.”, i.e. that his original
was a manuscript and not a print. Especially the Sarabande with its varied variations is a grateful piece.
Heudelinne's suite [6] mentioned above is followed by a fundamentally different work: a Division to a Ground [7] by Anthony Poole (1629c1692), a Jesuit priest who worked in England, Italy
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A detailed description of the manuscript A27 with a table of contents can be found in: Margaret Urquhart, „Prebendary Philip Falle
(1657–1742) and the Durham Bass Viol Manuscript A .27“, Chelys
vol. 5 (1973–4), article 2 [vdgs.org.uk./chelys].
2 See Mr Falle’s Solos for Viola da Gamba (Heidelberg: Güntersberg,
2020), G367.

Louis Heudelinne, Trois suites de pièces a deux violles, Qui se peuvent joüer sur le Clavessin & sur le Violon (Paris: Ballard, 1701).
The life data of Heudelinne are not known.
4
Four movements from the first suite are included twice in A27, once
with bass: Prelude (the first), Allemande, Courante, Gavotte.
5 Thomas Mace, Musick’s Monument… (London: Ratcliffe and
Thompson, 1676).
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and Belgium. Numerous works by him are preserved in the National Library in Paris.6
The last pieces in manuscript A27 were composed by Philip Falle himself. Under the heading
In genere Harmonico [8] there is a Fantaisie and a
Passacaille in D minor. Whether these are independent compositions or rather a collection of compositional studies may be decided by the players
themselves.
Falle’s copies are practically error-free. We
therefore follow this master very closely in our edition. Only in bar setting and key changes we occasionally deviate in order to increase readability for

today’s eyes. In Heudelinne's Suite [6] we have
taken the bass from the original print mentioned
above, in cases, where it is missing from A27.7 If
the bass is figured in the respective master, we have
included this. We describe our few corrections in
footnotes, whereby ‘original’ refers to Falle or to
the above print, depending on the part.
We would like to thank Richard Sutcliffe for his
assistance with research and Dankwart von Zadow
for his critical review of the continuo figures.
Günter and Leonore von Zadow
Heidelberg, September 2020

GB-DRc MS A27, S. 66: Louis Heudelinne, Allemande [1] und Blancourt, Beginn der Gigue [2].
GB-DRc MS A27, p. 66: Louis Heudelinne, Allemande [1] and Blancourt, beginning of the Gigue [2].
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see Thematic Index of Music for Viols der VdGS
[vdgs.org.uk/thematic].
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The second pPrelude, p. 8, has no bass part in the original print as
well.

